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"Mommy, mommy, call him. Tell him to come here right away. I have so many things to tell him!"I
had a ton of things to tell him. I wanted him to find a solution to all the shortages of clothes; of
meat, so it would again be distributed through the ration books.I also wanted to ask him to give
our Christmas back. And to come live with us. I wanted to let him know how much we really
needed him...Fidel didn't answer my letter. I kept writing him letters from a sweet and well-
behaved child, a brave but sad girl. Letters resembling those of a secret, spurned lover...As a girl
growing up in Cuba, Alina Fernandez found nothing abnormal in the fact that Fidel Castro would
occasionally visit her house bearing gifts just for her. At the age of ten, her mother finally told her
the truth: she was Castro's Daughter.

"A tantalizing prospect for anyone who is curious about the private life of Castro." --Mirta Ojito,
The New York TimesFrom Library JournalFernandez, who learned at age ten that Castro was
her father, eventually renounced the regime and was forced to flee Cuba. Here's her
story.Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorAlina Fernandez is currently living in exile in
Spain--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Kirkus
ReviewsFidels illegitimate offspring informs the waiting world that the Cuban dictator is not an
especially cuddly fellow. Fernandez, now living in exile in Spain, recounts with a relentlessly
thumb-in-mouth attitude her years of growing up in revolutionary Cuba. Her characters number
not only Marxist heavies like Raul Castro and Che Guevara (who looked like a big frog, and who
sired an illegitimate daughter of his own with a pair of prize-winning boobs), but also elves,
gnomes, and sprites. In the hands of Gabriel Garca Mrquez, the bow to magical realism might
have worked. But in this young womans coming-of-age tale, the approach proves irretrievably
cloying. Fernandez dishes plenty of dirt about her famous father, who was in no hurry to
acknowledge her publicly, but who made sure she was blessed with a steady supply of Barbie
dolls, chauffeured cars, and well-situated beaux. Some of the dirt here: Castro was once married
to the daughter of a high official in the Batista dictatorship, a union that allowed him to receive a
lenient sentence after his guerrilla bands ill-fated assault on Santiago, in which many of his men
died or suffered torture, while Fidel had not even a single scratch. A little more: His Highness
liked to swimbut only after the beaches had been cleared of any other bathers. And then, gulps
Fernandez, Castro didnt approve of her frequent and disastrous marriages and love interests.
Another item: He dispatched tens of thousands of Cuban soldiers, including some of her
boyfriends, to die pointlessly in Angola. To punish her distant father, preoccupied with the
business of spreading revolution and staving off Yanqui imperialism, Fernandez became a
fashion modeland famine-stricken Cubas only voluntary anorexic. Fidel must have been relieved



when his daughter left town. Readers who brave her whines will feel that the book ends not a
page too soon. (Author tour) -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved."Mommy, Mommy, call him. Tell him to come here right away. I
have so many things to tell him!"I had a ton of things to tell him. I wanted him to find a solution to
all the shortages: of clothes; of meat, so it could again be distributed through the ration books. I
also wanted to ask him to give our Christmas back. And to come live with us. I wanted to let him
know how much we really needed him....Fidel didn't answer my letter. I kept writing him letters
from a sweet and well-behaved child, a brave but sad girl. Letters resembling those of a secret,
spurned lover...--from Castro's Daughter by Alina Fernandez.--This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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CASTRO’SDAUGHTERAn Exile’s Memoir of CubaALINA FERNÁNDEZTRANSLATED BY
DOLORES M. KOCHST. MARTIN’S PRESS New YorkCASTRO’S DAUGHTER: AN EXILE’S
MEMOIR OF CUBA. Copyright © 1997 by Alina Fernández. English translation copyright ©
1998 by Dolores M. Koch. All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. No part of
this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission
except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews. For information
address St. Martin’s Press, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010.Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication DataFirst published in Spain as Alina: Memorias de la hija rebelde de
Fidel Castroby Plaza & Janés Editores, S.A.First U.S. Edition: November 199810 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
1TO THE ELF CONTENTS 1. MY GENEALOGICAL TREE2. ALINA3. EL COMANDANTE4.
REBEL, REBEL5. MUMÍN, MY TROLL6. FIDEL II7. IT’S NOT MY PARTY8. CASE NO. 1 OF
19899. GOOD-BYE TO ALL THAT Translator’s Note Notes Index 1 MY
GENEALOGICAL TREEOnce upon a time in western England, there was a young lad who lived
in the town of Newcastle-under-Lyme. His name was Herbert Acton Clews.Once upon a time in
Galicia, Spain, there was a boy named Ángel Castro, who lived in a coastal town in Lugo. And
once again, there was a boy in Istanbul, who had ancestral memories of a greater empire, when
his family of Jewish renegades probably dropped a letter from their last name, shortening it to
Ruz.All three boys were restless with yearnings for a new life.This was also true in the north of
Spain, in the city of Santander, for a youth named Agustín Revuelta y San Román. He was a
descendant of a Caballero Cubierto ante la Reina in the Spanish court. In some Spanish-
speaking countries a Caballero “Cubierto,” or “covered” nobleman, was one who had the right to
keep his prepuce intact. In the case of Agustín’s ancestor, the term only meant that he could
keep his head covered in the presence of Her Majesty.For various reasons, these real machos
all decided to venture into a faraway world. They were all adventurers who did not care much
about their roots. They cared about power. Power has always been seen as good fortune, and
good fortune has always meant one thing: money.They boarded their respective ships at dawn.
The seas offered them no resistance and peacefully allowed them the freedom of all possible
destinations.Almost in concert, with each following in the other’s wake as if retracing a well-
marked trail in the waters, they all arrived at the capital port of Havana. This was the location that
Morgan the pirate, centuries earlier, had avoided when burying his treasure, in preference for the
fleshier, more flamboyant beaches of María la Gorda, a tropical lady of joy who in the midst of
her apoplectic, orgasmic panting had shown him the unique gift of a secret valley, yet to be
discovered.Though Herbert, the English lad, suffered from anosmia, an impaired sense of smell,
he had a highly developed sense for the scent of money.One of the Spaniards, the Galician
named Angel, arrived as a recruit of the Spanish army. He had been captured in a medieval-style
levy that he had not been able to escape.The Turk, who faced unexpected turns of events in the
confusion of the colonizing wars, decided to adopt the Castilian first name of Francisco.The
other Spanish youth, the one from Santander, had brought with him a letter of recommendation.
Upon arriving in Havana, he established himself in business as a haberdasher and married a



local girl named María. They were soon blessed with a son, Manolo Revuelta.The women with
whom each of these men would one day start their families were already in Cuba, totally
innocent of their future but waiting for the husbands destined to join them. At the beginning of the
nineteenth century there were many beautiful women of mixed ancestry and social standing in
Cuba: young mulattoes, the daughters of Spanish immigrants and statuesque black women; or
those with proud noses and serene demeanor, whose Native American blood could be detected
even centuries later; and the daughters of Chinese immigrants and mulatto women, or of French
landowners and Haitian women. Over time, these racially mixed women grew lighter-skinned.It
did not take long for the Clews, Castro, Ruz, and Revuelta families to cross paths. Fate is
promiscuous.Only one of the men, Ángel Castro, had to return in defeat to his homeland. He was
shattered by Cuba’s war of independence, a heroic war that lasted three years, from 1895 to
1898, freed the slaves, and ravaged the eastern provinces. During the uprisings in the struggle
for freedom, the insurgents, called mambises, had burned the sugarcane fields, and their
women had set their homes on fire.When the Spanish government demobilized its colonial
troops in Cuba, Ángel was granted a small pension, which he promptly used to return to the
Island of his dreams. He had an unmatched shrewdness and a well-devised plan to put it to
work.After buying a meager piece of land somewhere in the easternmost province, he began to
create a country estate for himself in a place called Birán, gradually expanding his holdings, and
thus his power. He married María Luisa Argote, with whom he had two children, Pedro Emilio
and Lidia.The British lad, Clews, had nothing to do with the Cuban War of Independence, but
ended up in it purely by chance. He was a naval engineer and, during his frequent voyages, he
managed to learn the value of precious woods. He already owned a sawmill before he started a
business of smuggling arms to sell to the insurgent Cubans, the mambises, in their struggle
against Spain. When he was denounced to the Spanish authorities, who began looking for him,
he fled deep into the countryside, and by the end of the war he had attained the rank of colonel
in the insurgent Cuban army.An old daguerreotype shows him, buck naked, bathing in a
river.The prestige of having been a mambí resulted in Clews’s appointment, together with a few
other engineers, to build the initial section of the Malecón de La Habana, the seawall and shore
drive that begins precisely at the port that Morgan the pirate had purposefully avoided. Clews’s
various travels took him to Artemisa, in the westernmost province of Pinar del Río, at the
opposite end of the Island from Ángel’s domain. There he set up an electric plant, and married
Natalia Loreto Álvarez de la Vallina. They had four sons and one daughter, whom they called
Natica. She was the image of perfection. Her fateful beauty came into this world with the new
era.Though Francisco Ruz may have harbored memories of past incarnations in Turkey, the one
in Cuba was not favorable to him. It has been said that his lack of direction spoke for itself: giving
up too easily was one of his habits. Only the winds of defeat and the divining power of snails and
coconuts from his wife’s santería finally propelled him to start moving one morning on a trek that
would take them to the other end of the Island, trying to escape their dire poverty.With his wife,
Dominga, and three daughters on top of a cart pulled by two oxen, he started from a town near



Artemisa. They had to trudge along for almost eight hundred miles before they reached the
fateful Birán. Their youngest daughter was named Lina.The lineage of Revuelta did not carry any
patriotic prestige, in spite of the fact that it included some courtiers who could keep their heads
covered in the presence of their queen. In their Spanish hometown of Santander, from
pharmacist to hardware store owner, they had maintained a name of prosperous standing. But
Agustín’s son Manolo, a criollo, or Spaniard born on the Island, felt no compulsion to seek a
fortune. He was the kind of man that women can’t resist. He seduced them with his bedroom
eyes—with that intimate look that seems to see through garments.His handsomeness was
intense but vulnerable, his personality overwhelming. He sailed through life with a guitar and the
voice of a troubadour.Actually, Manolo did not see much beyond the nebula surrounding him. He
had grown fond of a popular concoction made with Cuban rum, sugar, and a sprig of spearmint,
that sublime poison known as mojito. He never missed a chance to indulge.The twentieth
century was just taking its first steps when Lenin, under the spell of dear old Karl Marx and his
court of celestial Engels, sat one day under a chestnut tree by the Medici fountain in the gardens
of the Palace of Luxemburg in Paris, and asked himself, “What is to be done?”Lenin had enjoyed
all the pleasures brothels had to offer, and had even managed to take as booty a disease that in
other times would have been considered shameful. The French government had courteously
provided him with protection and assistance, and was paying him an exile’s pension. “What is to
be done?” he mused. The eternal murmur of the fountain waters granted him an inspiring
answer. He began to write as if possessed, and was able then to rest with the clear conscience
of those who know they have the power to change destinies. He returned to Russia soon
after.After Francisco Ruz and Dominga had traveled the length of the island in their wagon of
Misfortune, they reached Birán. There were not many options open to them, except to drown
themselves and their progeny in the ocean.The only thing Dominga had left was her knowledge
of magic and her three daughters. Don Ángel quickly made a choice of one of them.He
appreciated the liveliness of their youngest daughter, Lina, who was the same age as his
daughter Lidia. The girl had no inhibitions. She overflowed with an exuberant, rebellious energy,
quite unlike the submissive and defeated country girls whom he had gotten pregnant and who
bore him many children, causing him not much sorrow but giving him little joy.Around the same
time, the British mambí, Herbert Clews, already established in the city of Havana, was trying to
convince his daughter Natica—a marvel of incongruity already accustomed to stopping shows
and trolley cars with her beauty wherever she went—not to marry an alcoholic inspector of
public works. In his Spanish laced with vestiges of Anglo-Saxon tones, he predicted: “This is
going to ruin your life.”Unflinching, Natica, one of the most celebrated and beautiful women in
Havana, a muse to couturiers and the chosen target of satyrs, finally married Manolo, a
penniless boozer, and left behind an endless string of broken hearts. The couple soon had a
daughter, born under the sign of Sagittarius.Don Ángel, the authoritarian gallego, owner of a
forgotten corner of the country, who had tenderly pawed the garments off the young Lina Ruz,
slowly came to adore her, and lovingly continued to give her children.Their third child was born



at dawn, under the sign of Leo. After consulting the stars, Dominga knelt, kissed the ground, and
said to her daughter Lina: “This is the only one of your children destined for big things in
life.”Natalia (Naty), the granddaughter of Herbert Clews, and Fidel, the grandson of Francisco
Ruz, were born four months apart and at opposite ends of the island of Cuba, that lopsided
alligator in the sand. They were also separated by far-reaching life forces that select and
determine avatars and destinies.Naty was properly baptized. Fidel, being born out of wedlock,
could not be.But Ángel Castro had some nobility left, hidden somewhere in his pride. He had a
talk with his wife, María Luisa, and told her that the arrangement was not fair to all those children
that Lina kept bearing him.When he divorced her, María Luisa was granted only a meager
pension; the powerful Spaniard kept one of his two children, Pedro Emilio.Ángel’s daughter,
Lidia, became “Perfidia,” developing her resentment from the moment she had to forsake the
usual comforts of her farm to live in a house with her mother, the wife abandoned in favor of the
mistress.Naty grew up alone in a home strangely divided between her matriarchal mother,
Natica, and her hopelessly existentialist father, Manolo. She had large green eyes and a gaze
too wise for her years. She was a force of nature. At two, she managed to survive acidosis, a
disease that was then killing children by the hundreds. Natica had already traveled the road to
despair and back while watching her daughter fade away with unstoppable vomiting. One
morning, fearing the girl was dead, she sat in the living room and burst into tears. Then she saw
a black angel pass by. It was Naty, covered with the black bean mush she had spilled on herself
from a pot in the kitchen. She had broken the liquid diet to which she had been restricted for
days. In doing so she saved herself.At fifteen Naty repeated her feat when she contracted
brucellosis and had to spend months in feverish delirium soaking in a bathtub with ice
cubes.She survived leptospira, hepatitis, and the bite of a dog that viciously sank its fangs into
her.She turned into a beautiful adolescent and soon was the toast of Havana. She was invited to
all social events because of her pealing laughter, her flexible dancer’s waist, and her striking
combination of blond hair, tanned complexion, and voluptuous criolla figure.Young Fidel,
together with his older siblings, spent his first days in a thatched bohío north of the Castro
estate. Here his grandmother Dominga and his mother, Lina, invoked the beneficial spirits in
never-ending incantations, a candle in one hand and a glass of water in the other.Without facing
any threats to his health, he was nonetheless lucky to survive his numerous attempts at flying
before he was five.His education started in a little wooden schoolhouse, several miles away from
the farm. At dawn, the kids had to venture into a rough strip of land between thickets of tall
guinea grass and marabú to get to their single classroom. Fidel’s brothers had to keep him at the
end of the line because while on their way he had gotten into the habit of taking three steps
forward and one backward.He also used to engage in a stare-down game of challenging the
sun, until his pupils could not take the scorching and he had to give up. This used to drive him
into a blind rage because he hated to lose.When Lina went after the kids, belt in hand, to punish
them for some mischief, all the children disappeared in order to avoid the strapping—all but
Fidel, who lowered his pants and, displaying his behind, said to her: “Hit me, Mamma.” This



didn’t fail to disarm her.He experienced his first humiliations when seeing his half brother, Pedro
Emilio, riding very proudly on horseback next to his father, while he and his siblings had to stay
in the shadows like a shameful blemish.It was quite a relief for him when Lina took María Luisa’s
place and the children could quit the rural schoolhouse to go as the Castro clan to the best
schools in Santiago de Cuba, capital of Oriente province. But it was even better when he was
sent to Havana, and all of that was left behind as part of an unredeemable and secret past.Good
luck seemed to follow Naty with a vengeance. If she grabbed a tennis racket, she would win the
match. If she jumped into a swimming pool, she came out of the club with a medal around her
neck. If she looked at a man, it did not take long for him to kneel down before her.It didn’t take
long, either, before another sudden illness brought her down. Thanks to a ruptured, gangrenous
appendix, she met Dr. Orlando Fernández, who, fascinated by the exquisite perfection of her
pearly innards, asked for her hand in marriage.She accepted and they had a daughter named
Natalie.Tired of so much unshared good luck, Naty turned her attention to the needy and to the
victims of a republic that, like all the others, was corrupt. With a profound anti-Imperialist
conviction, she joined the Liga de Mujeres Martianas (League of Women Followers of José
Martí), who tried to keep the precepts of that incurably romantic Cuban poet-patriot alive. She
discovered a voice that deserved to be heard in Eduardo Chibás, leader of the Cuban Orthodox
Party. Whatever the cause, that is where her sympathies lay. Chibás had accused a cabinet
minister of stealing from the public funds. In August of 1951, during one of his weekly radio
programs, he confessed his inability to offer proof of his accusation, and shot himself. Naty
raced to the radio station and dipped her hands in the blood of the man who did not want to live
with his honor tainted as originator of unfounded rumors.Around the same time that Dr. Orlando
Fernández fell for Naty’s endearing beauty, Fidel had dazzled a very beautiful young girl named
Myrta, whose last name, Díaz-Balart, had family links to the political aristocracy of the Island.
One of her uncles was minister of the interior.The couple married and had a son,
Fidelito.Without finishing law school and having no other skills, Fidel attempted all sorts of
business enterprises, from raising a large number of chickens on the roof of the building where
he lived, to managing a street-corner fritanga (fritter) stand in La Habana Vieja (Old Havana).
Both enterprises met with failure.He then decided to use his shrewdness in the field of politics.
He succeeded in getting rid of his rivals, and in a gradual rise, helped by convenient “accidental”
events, he attained the status of student-activist leader at the University of Havana. He even
became an Orthodox Party candidate for the House of Representatives, sponsored by Chibás’s
own brother. Fidel stood tall and was gifted with a roguish charm.Paralleling the coincidences of
two other women in the past, Myrta and Naty bore their first children almost at the same
time.Even though there were some suspicions that Fidel somehow had been connected with
Chibas’s suicide, since he later became the head of the Orthodox Party, such rumors never
reached Naty. Or if they did, her everlasting confidence in human integrity was in no way
diminished.Fidel received a key inside a linen envelope that emanated a mysterious perfume,
Lanvin’s Arpeggio, no less. It was the front-door key to an apartment in the affluent Vedado



district, and with it came the offer of that space and of wholehearted allegiance to the continuity
of the Orthodox cause. The note was signed by Naty Revuelta. She had that same key copied
three times and sent also, without making any distinctions, to two other high-ranking men in
Chibás’s political party.Naty used to overlook, or maybe not take into account, the fact that her
face, her slender waist, and her high-society status made men’s hearts beat faster. Perhaps she
did not think of herself at all.Soon after receiving his key, Fidel dressed in his best starched
guayabera, the crease of his pants freshly pressed. He appeared at Naty’s door wearing
Grandma Dominga’s pathfinder amulet under his clothes.After he passed the careful scrutiny of
the clairvoyant maid and the inquisitorial mother, the owner of the key was sent for.When Naty
entered the parlor, the coup de foudre left both of them deaf and blind.They connected
immediately, and the rest of the world ceased to exist. For her, it was the first adult attempt at
breaking her restraints; and for him the action represented trespassing in a forbidden temple.
Naty invited him to her social club, the Vedado Tennis Club, and he invited her to a student
demonstration on the grand staircase of the University of Havana.He, of course, did not go to
her club, since exclusive social clubs did not tend to agree with his ideas about a just society. He
would have felt as much out of place as coal-black Cucaracha, his former assistant at the
fritanga stand.But Naty had nothing to fear from a student protest demonstration; after all, she
looked as fresh and pretty as any of them, and besides, she wore nicer clothes.In the midst of
the crowd of young people shouting out of control and protesting a firing-squad execution that
had occurred more than half a century earlier, and thanks to that magic that sometimes appears
to be a coincidence, they felt an instant attraction for each other. In the midst of all the turmoil,
his hand grabbed hers tight and he led her to an improvised platform where he delivered the first
and the best of his public speeches. As Fidel spoke, he was interrupted by police officers who
had grown excited by the increasing number of backed-up motorists blaring their horns in
protest.Naty returned home very late that night, but no explanations were required because
Orlando was, as usual, on duty at the hospital and their daughter, Natalie, was peacefully asleep
under the careful eye of one of the maids. She was able to bask in this blinding new light until the
dawn of the new day. The only one to notice the spark of determination that had displaced her
customary docile manner was Chucha, the cook, but she didn’t say a word.For Myrta that night,
like many a night lately, was full of anxiety. Her husband had gotten into the habit of coming
home very late, and he was the one who gave Fidelito his medicines. And that particular night,
the baby’s state of health had become critical. He had been born sickly and underweight, and a
siege of vomiting and diarrhea was making him quickly slip away from her. The pediatrician and
Fidel met downstairs. The doctor had discovered that the poisoning was caused by an overdose
of vitamins that, according to Fidel, was supposed to help the baby reach his normal weight
faster.The following day, the doctor broke his Hippocratic oath of silence and voiced his
complaints to Myrta’s family. No one, however, was able to break through the barrier of pride and
terror she had built to shield herself from her husband’s irrationalities. Neither her uncles nor her
brothers could convince her that she was living in a dangerous situation.After the death of the



extraordinary Chibas, Fidel, the elected leader of a political party of ideas, decided to take action
instead. A clandestine organization divided into many parts or cells was created, and with it, a
kind of hierarchy that inevitably led to stratification. He chose the city of Santiago de Cuba for his
first raid because he was more familiar with it than with Havana. Under the pretext of some
weekend practice maneuvers, he summoned all the cell leaders, who were totally unaware of
their destination, to an assault on Batista’s largest military post in the provinces.1Naty knew all
about the attack because it was practically conceived in her home. She had contributed to it by
selling all her jewels and providing the money to buy the needed weapons. She was in charge of
the distribution of political pamphlets in the streets of Havana at the precise time of the assault,
five in the morning.By then, Naty had lost her notion of right and wrong. Bewitched as she was,
rather than just in love, she was quite capable of entering into the most byzantine schemes on
behalf of Fidel. She was ready to follow him wherever he would take her. She wrote a letter to
Orlando, her husband, confessing her improper love, and life became a little hell for everyone in
her family. She was totally oblivious to that.In Santiago, Fidel as usual overlooked the human
factor, letting his troops think they were engaged in a routine military exercise. Practically none of
the more than seventy men were taking the attack seriously. Those coming from Havana got lost
in the winding streets of Santiago. The plan of operations they had been given was so ill-
conceived that the rebels attacked the government barracks when half the soldiers were
returning from the town carnival festivities. Fidel’s men were trapped in a crossfire. The whole
operation resulted in such confusion and bloodshed that it was never determined who were the
real heroes and who were just unwitting victims. Since retreat had not even been considered,
they were caught in a mousetrap.Due to that much-talked-about disaster, Fidel acquired instant
fame. For some obscure reason—perhaps it was the intervention of Lina’s saints and Dominga’s
santería offerings, since both women had been continually sacrificing goats and chickens from
the moment they found out about Fidel’s plan—many of his men died or suffered torture, while
Fidel had not even a scratch.He was, after all, married to a niece of the minister of the interior.
He received a lenient sentence, to be served in the panopticon on the Isle of Pines.Naty also
suffered a stratification of her own; but during the two years Fidel spent in jail, she reached out to
him in many different ways until she dominated the prisoner’s time and space. She would lead
him step by step into her own brand of freedom, highlighting the events of every day, describing
every moment for him, the kind of light, the smells, the people in each place. Everything she told
him was bathed in a romantic and abstract idealism about justice, man, and society.She
showered him with personal attention, books, and goodies to eat.Naty wrote Lina a letter
appealing to her mother’s heart. She also wrote to Raúl, Fidel’s younger brother, who returned
the attention in tender missives addressed to “my little sister.” And she even took care of
providing for Myrta and Fidelito.She became the Princess of the Rebels. She was
omniscient.And Fidel returned her passion. He read all the books she sent him and distilled their
essence in critical analyses of astonishing, high-minded spirituality. His minuscule handwriting,
scarcely legible, even made use of the margins, and after finishing, he imagined the yet



unknown intimate connection with Naty, and drifted into self-gratification.They wrote to each
other at a relaxed pace, in a conversational tone that could continue indefinitely. It would be easy
to imagine them alone as sole survivors on an island, one indoctrinating while the other one
listened. And the island could even suddenly let go of its moorings and set forth on an
unpredictable journey, with the two of them lying on the grass, wrapped in the mystic fragrance
of his words.While Fidel was busy telling Naty what wonderful use he was making of her ream of
paper, he was also writing to Myrta, his wife, and sometimes, his imagination running dry, he
duplicated the manuscripts. One day the jail censor, tired of having to decipher the two letters
with a magnifying glass, mixed them up, perhaps on purpose, perhaps not, and mailed to each
the letter addressed to the other. So Myrta found out that Fidel had a mistress—or, at least, that
there was another woman he loved. She felt hurt and made it known.Naty, on the other hand,
forwarded the letter to Myrta unopened.The prisoner received his parole and his divorce at the
same time.However, Naty remained married to Orlando the doctor, who did not find her platonic,
ideological infatuation reason enough for a divorce.After months of heavy correspondence,
during which their love got more and more inflamed, Fidel had no other open doors and no open
arms but Naty’s. He sought and found refuge in the embrace of this warm and devoted woman,
in spite of her circumstances. He promised that green-eyed beauty who had sneaked into his
soul all the wonders of the world or, at least, those on the patch of land where they were
standing.They were meeting secretly at an apartment rented in someone else’s name. One
afternoon, at a time when he did not expect it, they conceived a child, Alina.A few months later
during Fidel’s involuntary exile in Mexico, when he found out about Naty’s pregnancy (for which
she sweetly held him responsible), he had his doubts. He asked her to join him in New York right
away, without taking into account that pregnancy is not like an air balloon that can release its
ballast and immediately take flight.When Naty did not show up in New York, he was
disappointed. But how could he mistrust her and her self-sacrificing zeal? What else could she
have done, being condemned to absolute prenatal rest?It was not easy to resign herself to
inaction. The fetus was struggling with all its might against its confinement and mucous
oppression. No fetus, disregarding the fact that it is ill-equipped to peer into its future, can easily
overcome gravity. With big, soft pillows and by keeping as immobile as possible, Naty managed
to overpower it. After a bloody earthquake of contractions, overwhelming and horrifying, that left
both mother and daughter exhausted, Alina entered the world at her proper time and stage of
development. The date was March 19, 1956.Limbo does not exist, and besides, a soul is never
at rest, not even for a second. Nothing matches a soul’s determination. Don’t tell me it is
capricious. This girl was purposefully on the threshold of receiving the gift of a life with a
turbulent fate.During her months of forced inactivity, Naty devoted herself day after day to writing
to Fidel, sending him countless letters stuffed with press clippings from every Cuban
newspaper.Could there be any doubt of her good faith? Fidel needed another proof, and he sent
Lidia “Perfidia,” his half sister, now conveniently dedicated to the Rebel cause, to check for
birthmarks on the newborn baby girl. With her rather mannish appearance and broad nose, Lidia



did not look like any of the regular visitors and well-wishers, but Naty treated her like a
messenger from heaven.“What did you name the child?” Perfidia asked.“Alina, ‘a Lina’ [to Lina]
for her grandmother.”“May I see her? Fidel asked me to take a good look at her.”“Of course, of
course. Tata Mercedes, bring the baby!”Lidia Perfidia pushed up the sleeve of the fine linen
garment to uncover the baby’s left arm.“Well, at least she has the beauty spots triangle.” She
then turned the baby facedown to inspect the backs of her legs below the knees. “And here is
the other birthmark. This baby girl is definitely a Castro,” she pronounced.Because of her
loneliness and position of weakness, Naty felt grateful rather than offended.“Fidel sent some
gifts.”For the mother, a set of large hoop earrings and a bracelet of embossed Mexican silver. For
the baby girl, a pair of platinum-stud pearl earrings with the tiniest of diamonds.As if having
received approval from Mount Olympus, Naty was now able to relax after her ordeal.By the time
Fidel’s pleasure-yacht invasion landed on the Island and he was given up for dead, presumed
killed in battle or executed, Naty had already turned his mother, Lina, into her best ally.Lina
traveled to Havana to see her new grandchild. She pressed Naty’s hand, and said: “Don’t be
afraid, my dear. Last night, riding on a white horse, St. James the Apostle came to me in a dream
and told me that my son is alive. So don’t worry anymore. I’ll make sure that when I die, there will
be something for my granddaughter. A while ago I pawned some diamonds with the farm
treasurer in Birán. They must still be there. They will be hers.”Naty recovered from her childbed
fever just as she had from all her other catastrophic illnesses.To offer Fidel some comfort during
his sojourn as a rebel in the mountains of the Sierra Maestra, Naty kept sending him, seemingly
in competition with Life magazine, all sorts of good things to eat. On occasion the messenger
was her own mother, Natica. In spite of her distaste for these “long-haired, bearded riffraff,” she
supported her daughter’s efforts to have Fidel give his name to the baby, even though Naty’s
husband, Orlando Fernández, who knew all about the whole affair, had chivalrously lent the child
his own family name. Natica risked her life to deliver money and mounds of chocolates to the
foot of the mountains. The poor woman had always embraced her fatalism with resignation.Fidel
was very fond of the French delicacies from La Casa Potin, the most famous confectionary in
Havana, of everything chocolate, and of literature. In return Naty received a few empty guns
shells as souvenirs. She had to retreat into her own world in order to be able to stand the ugly
rumors about her shameful pregnancy, her worries about the future, and the pain and sadness
for her family and others that her love affair was causing. She wielded her love as a shield, in the
same way that Charlemagne had brandished the Christian sword without waiting for a gesture of
approval from the Supreme Pontiff.As for Fidel, almost three years later on his overwhelmingly
triumphal march into Havana—a victory that turned upside down any notions he might have had
about human nature—he met with the immutability of a situation that he had long considered
resolved.The child lost her symbolic dimension and became a nuisance instead, a source of
guilt, seemingly closing the door that had opened for him such a wonderland of miracles.Being
the way I am, a wandering soul, it would be natural for you to ask me why I lingered so long in
Havana. Ladies and gentlemen, the truth is that Havana was a place where one could spend a



whole lifetime.You were never far from the sea, and the sea was everywhere, with its corrosive,
salty spray, always forcing the city to renew itself with fresh paint and new wood.There was
always sun and spray in the air. Havana was a magic city. She would cast a spell on you with all
her smells, her moods, her concerns. Nowhere in the world have I seen a more feminine city.In
the oldest district—stonework burnished by time and smoke—the half-moons of stained glass
that crown the enormous windows, and the wrought-iron gratings that curve out in exuberant
arcs (called guardavecinos or “neighbor-savers”) between the balconies, completely overpower
the old Castilian manly austerity.From that section of Old Havana, heart of the city, from its red
tile roofs, precious woods, and shaded colonnades, the narrow, cobbled streets took you, as if in
a siesta dream, to the pastel colors of the newer houses, which seemed to embrace you with
their columns. Columns that existed only as pretexts for the ample verandas.In the verandas, the
tropical air shed its torrid edge before sneaking deep into the interiors of the houses, and many
Cubans chose to stay out there from dusk till night, playing dominoes. There were porches for
friendly gatherings and for enjoying the breeze, street corners where you could buy fresh
oysters. There were smells of all the fruits of the world. And outdoor cafes. There was an air of
austere dissipation. Any young mulatto woman could seem to be stepping out of a famous novel
from another century. From a park bench in the Paseo del Prado you could see history parade
before your eyes.Havana was a cosmopolitan city. It had gaiety and nightlife. Even the nouveau-
riche neighborhoods had the elegance of good taste. There was comfort, space, and
sunlight.But after Fidel’s march into Havana,2 the city began a regression into the past, like
those women who, in the splendor of their beauty, foresee its eventual ruin and begin
accommodating their future wrinkles.It is understandable that many people were swept away by
the excitement of the moment: some of the politicians even had to flick the ashes of their Havana
cigars away from their laps. But it hurt the soul to see war tanks parading along the Malecón
Drive. Worst of all were the people. Between one day and the next, Cubans exchanged their
effortless laughter for a destructive frenzy, and began to be dragged into hysteria by this man. In
less than two days, no hotels had been saved from some destruction, and no fences protecting
private property, no glass panels, no cars. Even parking meters were destroyed. These were all,
as Fidel used to shout, haranguing the masses, “symbols of tyranny.”Believe me, a revolution is
a revolution. I do not know what this wandering soul will tell you next. I am now biting my nails at
the prospect of my commitment. 2 ALINAI was baptized Alina María José, as if Alina alone
would not be enough.There was no public announcement of my birth.Nor was there any special
premonitory sign.Not one of the Three Wise Men poked his greasy head into my manger.But
that dawn I felt the stars cry through all the windows in heaven, and it made my heart shrink.I
took refuge in a dream of denial, without yearnings or tears.I was a mild baby, not a screaming
nightmare.Since then, each time I open one eye, someone spits in it, because I evoke extreme
reactions in people.But, let’s get back to the cradle song.Pampered with eau de Portugal and
wrapped in fancy cloth diapers, I searched for a nipple, but there was none in sight. I attempted
to call attention to myself by coughing. Because of my coughing I poisoned night-years in the life



of my nanny, Tata Mercedes, my cinnamon and vanilla statue, who used to console me in a
wistful blue rocking chair, for having been born.Tata did not know how to tell stories, and she did
not like grownups. But she was too tall to be an elf.She raised me, enlivening with tenderness
the biological inertness of milk from bottles.My mother was a sprite. You must know some.
Sprites are very distant and mysterious. When they disappear, the miracles leave with them.
They are capricious.My sprite decided to fall in love with the wrong person. To those living in the
fifties within Cuban society, that was unforgivable and unredeemable.Sprites prefer very old
stones and tall, pointy people. They like to inhabit their own ruins.I compensated for my mother’s
absences by tearing at the lacy inserts of my linen gowns and sucking wildly at my pacifier.
When she came close to me she was more essence than presence. She looked at me with
emerald eyes that filled her face with the intensity of a high fever. I coughed sweetly for her.My
father was “Orlando Doctor Doctor.” He wore a white gown like Tata, but without the little pleats.
He was a magician and builder of hearts. Cardioblogist, I used to say. His forehead bulged a
little, like a dolphin’s.He would bend down to embrace me when he came home from work at
sundown, and the sun rays filtering through the glass door created a brilliant halo around
him.His doctor’s office was downstairs, on the first floor of our large house. That is where he
patched up people’s hearts.Because of him I fell in love with the goddess of Medicine, and it was
from him that I learned, through his fluoroscopic lamps, about the pulsating magic of life in the
fragile latticework of the rib cage, the secrets of Our Maker.My sister, Natalie, was my father’s
favorite. Her life seemed strange to me. She cried when she was asleep, and wasn’t even happy
on Sundays. Sunday was the day we sat to have lunch under a crystal chandelier that, when lit,
shed a thousand Baccarat tears.The only thing that made Natalie happy was going with Daddy
to the hospital in the evening, when he was on duty. “And you cannot go because they don’t
allow children or dogs,” she said to me.Chucha was our cook. She was black and shiny like
patent leather. Her hair was all tied in little knots, wrapped in pieces of hairnet. She explained her
hair to me by saying that it was not hair, but “the kinky mat of Congolese women.” She had little
moles all over her. She would rock me in the wistful blue rocking chair, enveloping me with her
opulent perspiration and its mesmerizing, bittersweet charm, redolent of angel cake, syrup, and
onions. Chucha did like to tell stories. Patakines, she called them, mixing the Holy Child of
Atocha with Little Red Riding Hood, and Elegguá, the child oricha of Afro-Cubans. She regaled
me with those patakines, which were followed by the trail of gunpowder that her contagious
laughter seemed to explode.“Elegguá was clearing the path in the woods for Little Red Riding
Hood. Her grandma is Yansá in her death robe, and Ogún the Warrior is the one who kills the
wolf.”I used to cling to a black-and-white raw-silk dress, crying out “Lala! Lala!,” and nobody
understood why.It was the dress Grandma Natica, the Grandmother Sprite of the garden, wore
when she wanted to relieve the infinite thirst of her flowers.She came every day, as surely as the
moon, gave a few instructions, had lunch, and then rested, remaining half asleep, until her
interior clock would make her jump out of her rocking chair. In that white uniform scattered with
black flowers, she would go to her garden, where she invented grafts, or planted seeds and



seedlings even out of season. Then they all grew and grew in a mad fury, because Lala has a
green thumb, people said.She liked people a lot; but me, not much.Grandmother Sprite Natica, it
seems, had made a big mistake one afternoon, years before my time, when she let a man into
the house.Her doorbell rang at about five o’clock, and Chucha had taken a peek through the
keyhole.“Don’t make me open the door, Señora Natica! Don’t you open it, either! It is the Devil
himself!”Grandmother Sprite Natica didn’t know how to read auras, and didn’t like to receive
orders from servants, either. She walked to the entrance door and let in a man dressed sharply
in a perfectly starched and perfectly white guayabera. The only thing she didn’t like was his weak
and, at the same time, almost double chin. It was a double chin that seemed to indicate he was
vulnerable to the manipulations of people more perverse than he. She firmly believed that Christ
had let his beard grow to hide a second chin much like that one.“I am looking for Naty Revuelta.
Is this her home?”“And who are you? Young people have no manners these days. Don’t you
have a name?”Years later, she would say the same thing to my friends.Everything. Everything
belonged to me. The two Sprites and their absences, the greyhounds in the garden, the large
family mansion, the stairs that were almost too difficult for my clumsiness, the gallery of rooms
and terraces, the garden in bloom, Tata, and Chucha. They were all mine.I didn’t have much to
worry about, although my house’s atmosphere often bothered me like an uncomfortable diaper.
People’s eyes used to become narrow and daggerlike, and they would shout at the most
beautiful Sprite, who would vanish, not allowing herself to be caught easily. She was involved in
“Revolutionary” stuff, people were saying.Everything in my world went wrong one morning that I
remember too well.I was sitting quietly, wearing my Foreign Legion cap and chewing on a rubber
dog bone—that is why my teeth didn’t hurt—when the cartoon I was watching on television
disappeared. Shouts of “Viva Cuba libre!” (Long live free Cuba!) thundered through the living
room. The television screen filled up with hairy people hanging like bunches of monkeys from
some frightening vehicles that cracked the street pavement as they went by. Sherman tanks they
called them. The hairy people were called rebels.The rebels carried sticks in their hands and
were wearing burnt-green uniforms with rosaries made of seeds around their necks, like the
ones Chucha used to take out of her drawer when she got into that thing of spitting firewater on a
cigar and then smoking it from the wrong end while praying to her saint.Women beautiful like
flowers were throwing more flowers at these rebels.It was January of 1959 and this was the
Triumph of the Revolution. The triumphal festivities went on for days until the most important
monkey arrived and stopped there to talk. He talked a lot. Until he was totally hoarse.Uncle
Scrooge, his nephews, and Mickey Mouse vanished from the television screen forever. We have
had bearded, hairy men on television in Cuba for almost forty years now. Try to imagine that.That
year we did not have any Christmas because the Sprite, in civic protest against the old regime,
had forbidden any kind of celebration. We did not celebrate the gift-giving of the Three Wise
Men, either. There were only those hairy men everywhere. They were even in our own home one
night.It was the Sprite, and not Tata this time, who got me out of my crib and took me to the living
room, with its everlasting wicker furniture that today still bears all the visitors’ rear ends.The



Sprite put me on the floor in the midst of a cloud of cigar smoke, and there, his head lost in a
bluish stinking cloud, was the top hairy man, the most pointy monkey. He bent down the way
Daddy Orlando used to do to be at my height, and inspected me.“She looks like a curly little
lamb. Come here, little lamb,” he said, and handed me a box. Inside the box was a baby doll,
dressed just like him, beard and all, with little stars in red-and-black triangles on its small
shoulders, a military cap, and boots.I did not want to give the man a kiss: his face was too hairy. I
had never seen anything like it at such close range.The very pointy monkey was “Fidel Viva
Fidel,” which was what all those women beautiful like flowers called him, and the crowds of
people called him, as he passed by in those ugly tank things. It was the first time that I had
received a present that was no good. I grabbed the doll, and started pulling out its beard to make
it look like a baby again.Someone shouted, “Shame on you!” It could have been him, but it was
Tata, who wiped my face with a cloth dipped in eau de Portugal to exorcise the stench of hot
tobacco that had been slobbered over me. She then rocked me to sleep to restore the peace of
my soul. It was also Tata who said: “A fetish! A fetish of himself, that’s what he thought of as a
present for a little girl!”The following morning, she told Chucha the whole story, and Chucha
agreed.“I warned Señora Natica years ago not to let him in, that he was the Devil
himself.”Around then, people on television began screaming: “Paredón! Paredón!” (“To the
[execution] Wall!”) They were furious now. A blindfolded man was standing in front of a wall with
his hands tied; and his white shirt got covered with red spots. He fell down very slowly, killed by
those same long sticks the hairy men had brought with them when they arrived in Havana. The
ones that made a rat-a-tat sound. It was an execution, someone said. It was sad.Two men—a
snooty one they called Che and a little Chinese guy they called Raúl, who looked like one of the
street vendors selling produce or petticoats at the corner—were the ones ordering these
executions. Though they were both short, Raúl was the brother of the most pointy one.Around
this time, Orlando Doctor Doctor began to fade. So much so, that I only remember his smile, as if
it were the only thing he left with me before disappearing, just like the Cheshire cat did with his
mistress Alice, in Wonderland.Orlando Doctor Doctor’s temple of the goddess of Medicine was
condemned because the hairy men quickly “intervened.” That is what they called taking
possession of things. Doctors could no longer bring hearts home and fix them. That was
considered “private enterprise,” and was forbidden. The same thing happened with selling tulle
petticoats in the street. It became forbidden. One morning I saw the street vendor being carted
away by the new policemen right in front of my home. I could never go with Tata again to the
stalls in the covered colonnades in La Habana Vieja to buy colored chickens or fresh fruits, or
ice cream, or flavored ice cubes, because they all were considered to be private enterprises.
That was when Daddy Orlando’s hand really began to tremble. He had no hearts left, not even
that of the Sprite.Natalie’s eyes grew bigger and bigger because her mommy was breaking
Daddy Orlando’s heart.The last time I saw him he gave me a key.“Here, Chipi-Chipi. This is the
key to the room with the lamps, the one where Lady Medicine sleeps. Take good care of it, and I
hope one day you can open it again.”Fidel enjoyed being in our house. He always came in the



small hours, preceded by the sound of Jeeps braking and boots thumping. Sometimes he was
alone; sometimes he came with Sad Beard or with Red Beard.Tata used to pretend not to hear
when the doorbell rang, and grumbled every time she had to take me back and forth from my
crib to the living room.For Chucha and for Grandma Sprite Natica, and for Tata, Fidel was really
bad. In fact, he alone had won the great battle with the tyrant, Batista, who was a demon as bad
as they come. Fidel was just like St. George killing the Dragon.Batista’s face was full of
pockmarks, and his wife had to keep having babies all the time to avoid turning into a giant.“Now
that Batista has fled, the henchmen are gone. The bad men are not going to come at night again
to search our house,” Natalie used to say.I thought the henchmen were fine. They liked my
Foreign Legion hat, and if I asked them not to speak too loud, they didn’t. They did not burn
holes in the furniture slipcovers, and they did not leave in our living room an unbearable cloud of
smoke and little heaps of ashes.These new visitors, it seemed to me, were bothering everybody
more than the old ones, because the new ones came in almost every night, way past midnight. I
heard in the kitchen that henchmen are very much alike; and about thirty years later, it was my
turn to await in dread the visit of a different kind of secret police.The only one happily levitating
around at this time was the Sprite. She had suddenly become talkative, and she has stayed that
way.A feverish, merciless need for activity had taken hold of her, and even though words like
“emulation” and “vanguard” were not yet being used in slogans, she seemed to have a
premonition of their importance in the immediate future: she began applying them to her daily
life.She and Fidel, the bearded man, saw each other away from the house, it seemed, because
when she came home, her face all aglow with a smile coming from within and her eyes lost in
mystery, she seemed to be blind and deaf to the obvious discontent oozing from her family and
her household.Grandma Lala’s epicanthic folds weakened and fell while she cried her British
eyes out, lamenting how her brother Bebo had to suffer when he was deprived of his position as
Cuban consul and as “Jamaica’s best-dressed man of the year.” He had been condemned to
perpetual exile, forever forbidden to return to Cuba.“Naty, I beg of you, speak to that man! You
know how Bebo granted asylum in Jamaica to many, many rebels, and how many medicines he
sent to the Sierra Maestra!”“That’s enough, Mom! I have never asked Fidel for anything, and
never will!”“He had no qualms, however, about emptying your jewel box and your bank account,
to buy the damned weapons for that bloody attack on the Moncada barracks!”One day Lala told
her friend Piedad about it.“Oh, Piedad! He has no class and he’s a bastard! Naty is not enough
for him. He has been sleeping around with a lot of other society girls. The hussies! The other
evening, when I told him to have a little more respect for my daughter, do you know what he
said? That I shouldn’t worry about it, that he had kept his boots on. How crude can he be! I
suppose he doesn’t take his pants off either, right?”And I thought, Oh, God! I hope he doesn’t
hurt his little worm with the zipper!I wanted to comfort her, but Lala Natica was giving me such
cross looks, as if I were turning uglier and uglier, and I didn’t know why.“Lala, why are you upset?
Uncle Bebo was not executed on television, like the uncle of the Mora sisters and…”She then
became really angry. It was surely then that she got the idea of giving me those injections when



my elf’s buttocks became bony.I became totally confused. Mobs of people seemed to show the
same enthusiasm for destroying capitalist symbols in the streets as for getting into a sudden
frenzy and yelling “To the Wall! To the Wall!” The big wall of death. Around our house everybody
was either angry or sad except the Sprite, who was always elegant, visionary, sparkling. She
seemed to overflow like a horn of plenty.“Mommy, Mommy, who are ‘the meek?’”“They are the
poor, dear. Those who have to work very hard to live, and have a very hard life.”“But you work for
Essostandardoil and have a pretty house and a new car. This revolution, did Fidel do it for you,
too?”“And for you, too, love.”“Tata is really poor. And so is Chucha! Did Fidel come so they could
be rich?”“Not rich, but so that they could have a better and fairer life.”I immediately darted into
the kitchen, where the radio was no longer on because soap operas were gone, too.“Tata!
Chucha! The hairy man is going to give each of you a big house! Just wait and see! He came so
that you won’t be poor anymore.”They both looked at me with infinite patience.“Who is putting
those thoughts into this girl’s head?”“Who is putting those thoughts into this girl’s head?” Fidel
asked the Sprite a few days later, when I begged him very politely to put Tata and Chucha at the
top of the list of the people who were going to be not rich, but not poor anymore.On some late
evenings that man, Fidel, would come only to play. They would take me out of my crib, and since
I then stayed up late, I was relieved somewhat from the torture of coughing.When we played on
the floor and the cloud of tobacco smoke lifted, he had a manly smell, a clean smell without the
help of cologne. It felt good.When he didn’t come to our house, he sent Tita Tits for me. She was
a friend of the Sprite, a beautiful Asian girl who worked at INRA, the Institute for Agrarian
Reform, I believe. When Tita did not come, it was Llanes, the chief of the Comandante’s
Personal Guard, who came.But I preferred Tita Tits, because not only did she have that pair of
fresh melons hidden under her blouse, but also she took me in a red Buick to that INRA, and she
would lift me up onto those melons so that I could reach and press button number 7 for her. At
the INRA door there was always a soldier without a smile. I could no longer take my
Legionnaire’s cap because someone had hidden it from me.It was at INRA that I met the snooty
Che, with his little bulges here and there on his monkey forehead, and a wheeze coming from
his chest.“Did you know,” he said with his strong Argentinean accent, “that I have a little girl just
like you?” He showed me a photo with a little Chinese girl. He called her Hildita. Her mother, who
was next to her in the picture, looked like a big frog.“Come back to pick up Chichi in an hour,”
Fidel said to Tita.They did not talk to me much then. It seemed that Che was a doctor, because
he was worried about some pill he was supposed to sweeten so the farmers could swallow the
cooperatives.“Just look at what happened in the Soviet Union.…”And they used to carry on like
that.An hour is a long time, but not as long as my only visit with Fidel out in the open air, when he
let me ride first on a tractor and later on a little horse.
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B. Tupper, “"...una singular capacidad narativa.". Other reviewers have looked at the Cuban
context. I want to deal with the text as literature.I stumbled across this book (English version) by
accident and was quickly entranced by the skill and sensitivity with which Alina tells her story. I
wondered whether that skill was Alina's or the work of the translator, and I bought the Spanish
version to find out. I was glad to see the skill is totally Alina's, the translator doing an excellent
recreation in English.Two things in particular stand out -- the precise and detailed memory of
things she experienced when she was not yet three years old, and the lyrical prose that flows
magically and without ostentation or exaggeration. It is not an easy book to read quickly. The
text is cubist in structure, often jerking back and forth between scenes whose connection is not
always immediately apparent. And she uses a variety of nicknames and descriptives for the
major characters, to the extent that one often has to think twice to connect the person
immediately mentioned to the rest of the story. She is a master of understatement to emphasize
a point. The most gruesome and ugly events are tossed off with a cubist aside that lets the
reader's imagination extend the description into an abstract metaphor. The portraits of the
various characters are exquisitely drawn, with all their pimples and warts and beauty. Buildings
and streets and plants take on an aura of high art. It adds up to a literary masterpiece.A typical
expression of this gift is her sensual response to the forms and voices and bouquets of the city
Havana before and after the Revolution, as a woman passing through the phases of her life (pp
16-17 English).I am not surprised at the hate poured out on Alina and her work by several
reviewers here. This must be a very painful book for ideological leftists who want to see Castro's
Cuba as a paradise on earth and Socialism as the very cure for all the ills of human existence.”

HobbyCat, “Worth Your Time. After reading Cuban Revelations and Cuba Diaries, books written
by an American journalist and an American who lived in Cuba for four years respectively, I really
valued the insider's perspective that Castro's Daughter provides. I just returned from a trip to
Cuba and cannot get enough of the available literature about the island.”

R. Simenhoff, “Love It!. Some books translated from Spanish just end up too flowery….this one
is sophisticated, yet in an informal manner,poignant but not soppy. Having just returned from
Cuba, falling in love with the country but not its leaders, this is a perfect fit for me!”

Deborah Searle, “great to read inside accounting. Enjoyed the first hand accounting by Castro's
daughter.”

Joseph K., “Well written.. I found the story interesting from her perspective and thought she was
passionate. I would have liked to hear how her life changed once she found her freedom. Overall
a good read.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Wow, packed with a lot of inside info.. Wow, packed with a lot of inside info.
I actually felt bad for her! Good book and not too hard to read.”

John Harder, “An honest admission. Very interesting that not even one of Fidel's family bought
into the system, and is very critical. So much so that she left Cuba. I appreciated her frankness,
but not that she has gone through four marriages.”

Legal Vampire, “Ignore propaganda reviews. Read this interesting book. Fascinating
autobiography about growing up and living under the Castro Communist regime in Cuba. The
authoress Alina Fernande Revuelta’s life and style of writing (even in translation as here) are
sufficiently interesting and lively that even people with no interest in politics or modern history
will still enjoy this for the human interest and insight into life in a country that westerners can still
visit only under somewhat controlled conditions.Alina Fernande Revuelta discovered part-way
through her childhood that she was the illegitimate daughter of the country’s ruler Fidel Castro,
who sometimes visited her. She was close enough to, yet far enough from, the ruling circle that
she saw something of life both inside and outside it.Eventually, disillusioned, she tricked her way
onto a flight out of the country and has lived in exile ever since, which is how she was free to
publish this book.From the impression Ms Fernande Revuelta gives of the Castro regime,
neither its economic nor political systems are worth copying. There is deprivation and its people
are not free, although some of them (including the authoress’s mother, who remained a true
believer and in love with Fidel) do believe the propaganda, or at least did when the authoress
last lived in Cuba. However, while it is only limited praise, to be fair, life under Castro’s rule does
not sound as terrifying as living under some other Communist dictators the world has seen, like
Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot or Ceausescu.If this book has any weaknesses, possibly the beginning, in
which Ms Fernande Revuelta traces both her mother’s and her father Fidel Castro’s ancestry
back to the first members of each branch of their families to settle in Cuba, is a little confusing.
Also, the book simply ends with the authoress’s escape from Cuba, although I would have liked
to know something of how she found life in non-communist countries afterwards.Cuba is a
country with which Britain has never had many connections, even if one of Ms Fernande
Revuelta’s great-grandfathers was a British naval officer who helped the Cuban rebellion against
Spanish rule in the nineteenth century and settled on the island. Consequently, this book
attracted far less interest here than in e.g. the United States. That is our loss, as it could appeal
to many people who liked e.g. Jung Chang’s best-selling account of living in Mao’s China ‘Wild
Swans’. I only became aware of ‘Castro’s Daughter’ through mention in the American journalist
Jay Nordlinger’s book ‘Children of Monsters’.At time of writing, of the handful of other reviews of
‘Castro’s Daughter’ here on the Amazon UK website, two are clumsy propaganda probably
posted by employees of the Cuban government, masquerading as customer reviews. Both are
negative of course. [Incidentally, you will find similar ‘planted’ negative ‘reviews’ on Amazon UK,
at first easy to spot but lately more sophisticated, of most books critical of the North Korean



regime.] Ignore such reviews and read this interesting book.”

The book by Johnnie Gentle has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 27 people have provided feedback.
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